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Settlement A place, typically one
which has previously
been uninhabited,
where people establish
a community

This half term, we will be learning all about
lots of habitats in the UK and the creatures
that live there. We will be studying and
comparing the Lake District and York and the
land usage of the two places, and creating
some beautiful art work inspired by these
places. We will then be thinking about the
food that grows seasonally in England and
learning how to make some delicious,
healthy foods from this. In computing, we will
be choosing a British animal and making a
stop motion animation using our chosen
animal.

We will be reading a classic novel, Charlotte’s Web, to
enhance our project. At the end of the half term, we will
compare it to the film and see which we prefer!

Topographical features Special points, lines and
regions that have a
specific meaning for
describing the shape of
the terrain

Tone The relative lightness or
darkness of a colour

Healthy Lifestyle A lifestyle which
includes activities and
habits that encourage
the development of total
physical, mental, and
spiritual fitness,

Well being The state of being
comfortable, healthy, or
happy.

Places People
David Attenborough
William Wordsworth
Jamie Oliver
Artists who painted animals
Maria Sibylla Merian (1647 - 1717) botanical artist
Jan Goeart (1617 - 1668)
Carel Fabritius – The Goldfinch (1654)
Albrecht Durer – The Rhinoceros (1515)
Damien Hirst – Away from the Flock (1994)

Seasonal Seasonal food refers to
the times of the year
when the harvest or the
flavour of a given type
of food is at its peak.

The Lake District
Yorkshire
York
UK



Links to
other units

Can you find any links to lessons you have
learned? You should

already know
How to identify different physical features of a
landscape such as a beach, mountain, hill and forest.
Know and follow how to keep safe and be hygienic
when handling food
Know where to find the nutritional information on
packaging
I know that devices need to be held still whilst taking an
image.

All Creatures Great and Small- What can we learn from British landscapes and wildlife?

Geography -
How does the landscape across
the UK change and how does it
affect life in these places?

Art - How are different
landscapes represented in
artwork?

PSHCE- How can I look after
myself mentally and physically,
offline and online?

Computing - How can we use a
computer to create multimedia?

RE- What does it mean to be a
Christian living in Britain today?




